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A new method has been developed for rapidly clos-
ng a large number of gaps in a whole-genome shotgun
equencing project. The method employs multiplex
CR and a novel pooling strategy to minimize the
umber of laboratory procedures required to se-
uence the unknown DNA that falls in between con-
iguous sequences. Multiplex sequencing, a novel pro-
edure in which multiple PCR primers are used in a
ingle sequencing reaction, is used to interpret the
ultiplex PCR results. Two protocols are presented,

ne that minimizes pipetting and another that mini-
izes the number of reactions. The pipette optimized
ultiplex PCR method has been employed in the final

hases of closing the Streptococcus pneumoniae ge-
ome sequence, with excellent results. © 1999 Academic

ress

INTRODUCTION

In the late stages of a whole-genome shotgun se-
uencing project, most DNA sequences will be assem-
led into large contiguous blocks, or contigs (Fraser
nd Fleischmann, 1997). As the project nears comple-
ion, the number of contigs grows smaller as the con-
igs themselves grow larger. Due to nonrandomness in
he library and unclonable sequences, some regions of
he genome are not represented in the contigs, result-
ng in gaps. Other gaps result from extremely GC-rich
r GC-poor regions and large repeat sequences. Signif-
cant effort is needed to close these gaps to finish the
roject. Constructing the initial shotgun clone library
ith plasmid vectors allows double-strand sequencing,
sing universal forward and reverse primers, produc-

ng sequence data from both ends of most clones. In
ome cases, gaps between contigs will be spanned by
lones whose forward sequencing read is located at the
xtreme end of one contig and whose reverse read
“clone mate”) is located at the end of another contig.

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Telephone: (301)

e38-3542. Fax: (301) 838-0208. E-mail: tettelin@tigr.org.
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uch gaps are called sequence gaps, and they can be
walked” by synthetic primers using the shotgun clone
s a template (e.g., see gap closure methods in Fleisch-
ann et al. (1995)). However, many contig ends will

emain unlinked, especially when no physical map of
he genome is available. Therefore the order of these
ontigs and the size of the gaps in between them are
nknown.
Some of these physical ends can be extended by

rimer walking directly on genomic DNA (Heiner et al.,
998). The efficiency of this approach is highly depen-
ent on the purity and integrity of the genomic DNA,
ut it can be useful in linking more sequences or con-
igs to the contig’s end. Genomic primer walking be-
omes tedious if the gap is larger than a few hundred
asepairs, and any contigs linked this way still need to
e checked by PCR to confirm their order in the overall
enome. Walking on genomic DNA is possible only if
he region of interest is unique in the genome, so that
he walking primer will hybridize at only one location
n the DNA and produce a unique sequence. Unfortu-
ately, physical ends (and gaps) are frequently the
esult of repetitive sequences that cannot be resolved
y sequence assembly algorithms. Because such re-
eats are usually longer than the average sequence
ead (else they would not have caused a problem for the
ssembler), walking using a primer located outside the
epeat will not get across the repeat and therefore will
ot extend the physical end into the gap.
This problem can be circumvented by generating

CR products across each gap using unique primers
ocated outside repeats. These PCR products can sub-
equently be walked using the product itself as a tem-
late, where the repeats do not cause a problem be-
ause they are unique within the PCR product (except
n the case of long tandem repeats). In addition, PCR
roducts do not need to be cloned prior to sequencing,
nd therefore regions potentially toxic to the host (an-
ther cause of gaps in a shotgun sequencing project)
ill nonetheless be sequenced.
To cover all gaps with PCR products, each physical
nd must be tested by PCR against all of the other
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501OPTIMIZED MULTIPLEX PCR
nds. This can be achieved by combinatorial PCR.
hen a project reaches the stage where, for example,

here are 24 physical gaps remaining, one would syn-
hesize 48 primers and use (2

48) 5 48 * 47/2 5 1128
CRs. Running this many reactions is tedious and
ainstaking. Our methods present much more efficient
lternatives.
The strategy proposed here is to use multiplex PCR

Burgart et al., 1992) combined with a pooling algo-
ithm. Like combinatorial PCR, multiplex PCR can
est all possible pairs of primers. Unlike combinatorial
CR, multiplex PCR does not need a separate reaction

or each pair. Instead, multiple primers are pooled in a
ingle PCR, and if any product results, further exper-
ments are conducted to determine which two primers
re “mates.” There are physical limits to how many
rimers can be included in a single test tube; under our
xperimental conditions (see Materials and Methods),
e have had success using up to 30 primers.
The formal problem associated with gap closure can

e stated succinctly as follows: given a set containing N
CR primers and a limit K on the number of primers

hat can be included in a single PCR, what is the
inimum number of reactions possible to check all the

aps in a genome? We also address a closely related
uestion, which can be stated as: what is the minimum
umber of pipetting operations necessary to set up and
un all the PCRs? This question is important because
and pipetting is a significant source of errors in the

ab, and minimizing these operations reduces the like-
ihood of such errors. We call our method for answering
he latter question pipette optimized multiplex PCR, or
OMP. To answer the first question, we have a related
ethod called reaction optimal multiplex PCR, or ROMP.
This problem is a variant on a class of well-known

roblems in graph theory, in the general area of block
esign. The ROMP solution presented below is a con-
rete application of one of the methods in this area. For
etails on the mathematics of block design, see Hall
1996).

The POMP method has been or is being used at The
nstitute for Genomic Research (TIGR) for the ongoing
enome sequencing projects of Streptococcus pneu-
oniae, Shewanella putrefaciens, Staphylococcus au-

eus, and Chlorobium tepidum.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Multiplex PCR. The conditions for the multiplex PCR were as
ollows: 20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.4), 50 mM KCl, 1.6 mM MgCl2, 0.5 M
etaine, 0.3 mM dNTP, 0.35 mM concentration of each primer, 0.7 mg
f genomic DNA, and 5 units of Platinum Taq DNA polymerase
Gibco BRL Catalog No. 10966-018). The final reaction volume was
0 ml. Cycling conditions were 95°C for 5 min, 30 cycles of 45 s of
elting at 94°C, 45 s of annealing at 60°C, 6 min of polymerization

t 70°C; followed by a 10-min final extension at 72°C.

Long-range multiplex PCR. The conditions for the long-range
ultiplex PCR were as follows: 40 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9.3), 15 mM
OAc, 1.1 mM Mg(OAc)2, 4.6 mM KCl, 1.5 mM EDTA, 0.3 mM dNTP,
5 mM dithiothreitol, 0.38 mg BSA, a 0.35 mM concentration of each

rimer, 0.7 mg of genomic DNA, 0.12 units of Tth DNA polymerase 1 v
.01 mg of TthStart antibody (Clontech Catalog No. K1906-1). The
nal reaction volume was 50 ml. Cycling conditions were 95°C for 1
in, 30 cycles of 15 s of melting at 95°C, 30 s of annealing at 60°C,

2 min of polymerization at 68°C; followed by a 12-min final exten-
ion at 68°C.

Multiplex sequencing. The conditions for the multiplex sequenc-
ng reaction were as follows: 4 ml of BigDye Terminator mix from the
erkin–Elmer DNA sequencing kit (Catalog No. 4303154), a 0.6 mM
oncentration of each primer from the pool, 25 ng of PCR product
leaned using the Qiagen QIAquick PCR purification kit (Catalog
o. 28106). The final reaction volume was 10 ml. Cycle sequencing

eaction conditions were 96°C for 2 min, 25 cycles of 10 s at 96°C, 5 s
t 55°C, and 4 min at 60°C. The products were precipitated with 70%
thanol at 0°C and loaded on sequencing gels.

Affine planes method for ROMP. Here we give the details of the
ffine planes technique, with N 5 48 primers and the number of
rimers per reaction (tube) K 5 12. We create 16 pools, P0, P1, . . . ,
15, each of size 3. The pools are indexed (represented) using base 4
epresentation as follows: P0 5 P(00), P1 5 P(01), P2 5 P(02), . . . ,
14 5 P(32), P15 5 P(33). We then create 16 reaction tubes, each of
hich is also labeled using base 4 representation. In particular, tube
(ab) contains the 4 pools P(xy), where y 5 (ax 1 b) mod 4 and 0 #
, 4, 0 # b , 4. For example, tube T(12) has y 5 (1x 1 2) mod 4, so

f x 5 0, then y 5 2. Pool P(xy) 5 P(02) 5 P2, so pool P2 is one of
he 4 pools in tube T(12). The other pools in T(12) are numbers 7, 8,
nd 13.
Finally, we create four more tubes T(i) 5 P(xy), where each tube

ontains the four pools defined by x 5 i. Specifically, T(0) 5 (P0, P1,
2, P3), T(1) 5 (P4, P5, P6, P7), T(2) 5 (P8, P9, P10, P11), and T(3) 5 (P12,
13, P14, P15). The complete allocation of pools to tubes is listed under
ptimizing the Number of Reactions.
More generally, the affine planes technique used in ROMP uses P

ools where P is a perfect square (P 5 p2). If the total number of
rimers is N, then we group them into pools, using N/P 5 S primers
er pool. Thus, in the example with 48 primers, ROMP uses 16 pools
f size 3 primers each, while with 400 primers, ROMP uses 100 pools
f size 4 primers each. The affine planes method creates tubes by
rouping pools. Pools are assigned to tubes by putting into tube T(a,
) all pools Pxy where y 5 ax 1 b mod p. A geometric intuition for the
ssignment of pools to tubes is provided in Fig. 1.
The number of reactions (tubes) used by ROMP can be computed

sing a simple formula. Let N 5 SP, where P 5 p2 and S is the size
f each pool. Note that K 5 Sp. The number of reactions (tubes)
equired is therefore R 5 P 1 =P. For example, for N 5 48 and K 5
2 we will generate S 5 16 pools of size P 5 3 each, and the number
f reactions (tubes) R is 20. The number of pipettings required by
OMP is N 1 (R=P). For the case of N 5 48, we obtain 128
ipettings. Finally, we observe that the projective plane technique
Hall, 1996) might be also applicable to this problem for specific

FIG. 1. Assigning pools to tubes using the affine planes tech-
ique. Each line in the figure corresponds to a single tube containing
our pools. For example, the line T(1, 2) includes all the pools labeled
y (x, y) where y 5 x 1 2 mod 4.
alues of N and K.
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502 TETTELIN ET AL.
GAP CLOSURE OF S. pneumoniae

We will illustrate the POMP protocol with an exam-
le using N 5 48 and K 5 12, matching the initial
umber of primers we used when we started our mul-
iplex PCR experiments for the S. pneumoniae genome
equencing project under way at TIGR (http://www.
igr.org/tdb/mdb/mdb.html).

For N 5 48, combinatorial PCR would require 1128
eparate reactions. Each reaction would require two
rimers to be pipetted into a test tube; thus the num-
er of pipetting operations would be 2256 (we do not
nclude in this count the one additional pipetting per
eaction needed to add the reaction mix). The POMP
rotocol we used required just 28 reactions and 104
ipetting operations.
The pool size is K/2, so with 12 primers per tube, the

ool size is 6. Dividing the 48 primers into pools of 6
ives us 8 pools, labeled P1, P2, . . . , P8.
Now simply choose all pairs from this set of 8 pools;

.g., P1 is paired with P2, P3, through P8; P2 is then
aired with P3, P4, through P8. (See Fig. 2). Each of
hese pairs is placed together in a reaction tube. The
otal number of PCRs is (2

8) 5 28.
This simple protocol guarantees that all primers

ave been paired with all other primers at least once.
ote that each reaction tests ( 2

12) 5 66 pairs of primers,
nd the entire protocol tests 66 3 28 5 1848 pairs.
ince only 1128 distinct pairs can be made from 48
rimers, there is considerable redundancy in the pro-
ocol; i.e., some pairs of primers appear in multiple
eactions. This redundancy can be used to advantage,
s explained below.
The number of pipetting operations is as follows: 48

ipettings are needed to create the 8 pools. Two addi-
ional pipettings are necessary per reaction (one from
ach pool), for a total of 48 1 (2 3 28) 5 104 pipetting

FIG. 2. Primary PCR gel results for 48 primers in pools of 6, with
sing two pools; e.g., pools P1 and P2 are in the first lane.
perations. p
Interpreting POMP Results

Once the initial 28 reactions are run, the action to
ake depends on the gel results (shown in Fig. 2).
rotocols for determining which primers are mates of
ther primers in a reaction are described next, using
xamples from our experiments on S. pneumoniae.
The PCRs in the POMP design may contain at most

alf as many products as there are primers in a pool.
ere we describe how to interpret each possible out-

ome and further experiments to disentangle the re-
ults from the initial round.

ase 1

No product is observed. When there are no products
rom the multiplex PCR containing pools Pi and Pj, no
urther experiments are needed. The interpretation is
hat none of the K primers in the two pools together
pans a physical gap, unless the gap is too large to be
etected by PCR.

ase 2

One product is observed. The most commonly ob-
erved result from the initial 28 reactions was a single
roduct. As explained below, this agrees with statisti-
al expectations. There are two subcases to consider:
2a) the product appears when Pi is mixed with Pj but
ot in other reactions involving Pi and (2b) the product
ppears in all reactions involving Pi.
Case 2a. Case 2a is illustrated in our experiments

n S. pneumoniae by a single product that appeared
hen pool P2 was mixed with P6. Since this product did
ot appear in all reactions containing P2 or in all reac-
ions containing P6, this result indicated that one of the
rimers in P2 was an interpool mate with one primer
rom P6 (see Fig. 2). This is the easiest case to inter-

pools per reaction. Each lane shows the PCR results from a reaction
2
ret. One strategy could be to run up to 12 additional
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503OPTIMIZED MULTIPLEX PCR
eactions, eliminating the six primers from each pool,
espectively, one at a time. A simpler strategy, which is
hat we implemented, is to sequence the product di-

ectly, using each pool in two separate sequencing re-
ctions with the PCR product as a template. This mul-
iplex sequencing method works because only one
rimer in the pool will hybridize to the PCR product,
enerating a unique sequence. Thus no further PCRs
ere necessary for interpretation in this case; the
rimers involved were identified by alignment of the
equence obtained to the contig ends.
Case 2b. Case 2b is illustrated by pool P5, which

howed the same product in every reaction in which it
as used (see Fig. 2). This means that two of the six
rimers in P5 are intrapool mates. To determine which
f the two primers were mates, we ran six more reac-
ions: in each reaction, we eliminated primers 25–30
ne at a time from the pool and observed which of the
eactions resulted in the disappearance of the product
see Fig. 3A). In this case, primers 25 and 29 were
ates and were used to sequence the PCR product

note that in principle only five reactions are necessary;
f only one mate was found after any five primers were
liminated, the last primer could be inferred to be the
econd mate).

ase 3

Two products are observed. This is the most common
esult after the pools with zero or one product are
liminated. If a reaction produces multiple products,
hen the direct multiplex sequencing solution does not
ork, because more than one primer in the pool will
ybridize to the PCR product, resulting in a mixed
equence. Three subcases must be considered.
Case 3a. Both products result from intrapool

FIG. 3. PCR gel results for interpreting primary gels. (A) An in
isappears when a primer involved in the PCR product is absent. (B)
ach. Only seven reactions were necessary for interpretation; the ot
roduct is missing when primers p13 and p11 are absent from the poo
ates. We can determine this directly by observing P
hat for both Pi and Pj, at least one product will appear
n all reactions involving these pools. The length of the
roduct will be the same for all reactions containing
ool Pi and likewise for Pj. To identify the primers
nvolved, each pool must be interpreted separately as
escribed in Case 2b. We had no examples in our ex-
eriments where this occurred.
Case 3b. The two products represent one interpool

roduct and one intrapool product. This was the case
ith P3–P5 and P5–P7 (see Fig. 2), where P5 had the

ntrapool mates. The protocol we followed was to first
etermine which primers in P5 were mates and then
reate a new pool without those two primers. We can
hen combine this pool with the other pools and inter-
ret the results using multiplex sequencing, as ex-
lained for case 2a above. In our experiments, we cre-
ted the new pool PN 5 P5 2 (p25, p29) and performed
ultiplex sequencing with PN and P3 and again with

N and P7.
Case 3c. Both products are the result of interpool
ates. This can be determined by observing that nei-

her product appears in all reactions involving a single
ool. Several interpretation strategies are available for
his case; the most direct is to run at most K additional
eactions, each of which eliminates one primer. Some
rimers might be eliminated beforehand in the inter-
retation of other reactions. In our experiments, pools
2 and P3 shared two interpool mates. The interpreta-

ion reactions between pools P2 and P3 are shown in
ig. 3B. These two pools contained primers 7–18, but

rom these 12 primers, 5 were eliminated by multiplex
equencing of PCR products obtained in Fig. 2:
P1–P2 eliminated primer p10 from P2; P2–P4 elimi-

ated primer p9 from P2; P2–P6 eliminated primer p7

rom P2; P1–P3 eliminated primer p15 from P3; and

pool PCR product in pool P5, which has six primers. The product
o interpool products between pools P2 and P3, containing six primers
five primers were identified by multiplex sequencing. The smaller

The larger product disappears when primers p16 and p8 are absent.
tra
Tw
her
3–P6 eliminated primer p17 from P3. The product from
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504 TETTELIN ET AL.
3–P4 could have been eliminated, but no satisfactory
equencing result was obtained. The product in P2–P5

as due to intra-P5 primers (see above). P3–P5 could
ave been sequenced using P3 and P5–(p25, p29), which
ould have eliminated one more primer from P3 (no
roducts were obtained for the pairs of pools P2–P7,
2–P8, P3–P7, and P3–P8). Therefore only seven addi-

ional reactions were run (illustrating one advantage of
he redundancy in POMP).

Figure 3B shows the results of removing each of the
even remaining primers from the pools P2 and P3. As
ndicated in the figure, the smaller PCR product (to-
ard the bottom of the figure) was generated by primer
13 from P3 and p11 from P2 (this product is missing

rom those lanes in the gel). The larger product re-
ulted from primers p16 and p8. These four primers
ere then used separately for sequencing.
Note that for large values of K, it might be costly to

un K additional reactions for every reaction that pro-
uced two PCR products. One can substantially reduce
he number of reactions by interpreting the results in
ounds. For example, if K 5 40 (the pool size is 20),
ather than running 40 reactions, one could create 8
ubpools of 5 primers each. If we label the pools A and

and the subpools A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, B4, then
e could run an initial round of 8 reactions: the 4 Ai

ubpools with B and the 4 Bi subpools with A, for 1 #
# 4. The expected result is that these 8 reactions
ould produce zero or one reaction each, and the PCR
roduct could then be sequenced directly. If multiple
roducts still appeared in a subpool, one could run a
econd round of five reactions, one for each primer in
he subpool, to resolve those products. Obviously other
ubpool sizes could be used as well; the optimal choice
epends on how many PCR products appeared in the
riginal reaction.

ase 4

More than two products are observed. None of the
CR experiments for S. pneumoniae yielded more than

wo products, but this situation could occur in some
are cases. The interpretation of the results is per-
ormed with the same methods as described for case 3,
tarting by identifying the intrapool mates followed by
he interpool mates. There will be more steps required
o identify each primer pair. Also, it will be harder to
btain pools of primers with only one primer involved
n the generation of a product, thus reducing the ad-
antage of multiplex sequencing.
We devised a straightforward alternative strategy

or the interpretation of multiple PCR products. This
trategy should be effective when any number of PCR
roducts appear in a single reaction. The approach is to
reate multiple sequencing reactions using each
rimer from both pools individually and to sequence
he mix of PCR products. For example, with pools of 6
nd 12 primers per multiplex PCR, we would create 12

equencing reactions, each using one primer. This a
trategy might seem somewhat wasteful of sequencing
eactions and gels; however, if multiple products are
bserved, then eventually all these products will have
o be sequenced.

Results of the POMP Experiment

For the S. pneumoniae project, the actual number of
hysical gaps at the time we applied the POMP proto-
ol was 38; therefore there were 76 primers in total. We
nitiated the POMP experiments when the first 48
rimers were available. From these experiments, 14
aps were closed, accounting for 28 primers, and 20
rimers were left unpaired. The 28 additional primers
ere subsequently synthesized, 6 of which were adja-

ent to large repeat regions and were not used until the
nal long-range PCR experiments described below.
he 22 new primers, together with the 20 remaining
rimers from the initial round of experiments, were
plit into 7 pools of 6 primers, and POMP experiments
ere run again. These 21 PCR produced 14 new PCRs
roducts and allowed us to close another 14 gaps. In
otal, over the 70 primers tested, 28 gaps were closed,
ccounting for 56 of the primers. To attempt to close
he remaining gaps, the 14 primers that did not gen-
rate products, together with the 6 primers adjacent to
epeats, were tested in a long-range POMP experiment.

Long-Range PCR

Because most of the gaps in a shotgun sequencing
roject with good coverage (63 or more) are expected to
e less than 1 kb in length (Fraser and Fleischmann,
997), we suggest attempting long-range PCR (LR-
CR) only with primers left over after an initial POMP
xperiment. In addition, LR-PCR proves more efficient
ith primers 10 nucleotides longer than the 18- to
5mers used routinely in shotgun sequencing projects.
ote that a “multiplex long accurate PCR” method was
escribed by Sorokin et al. (1996) for the B. subtilis
enome project. They obtained PCR products of about
8 kb routinely using seven primers per reaction, but
he numbers of reactions and pipettings were not opti-
ized.
We applied our POMP algorithm to the 20 remaining

rimers of the S. pneumoniae project. Four additional
rimers were added to the LR-PCR to check for cor-
ectness of existing contigs that contained long inter-
al repeats. With 24 primers, the POMP strategy calls
or setting K 5 10 and using pools of 5 primers, gen-
rating (2

5) 5 10 reactions run under LR-PCR condi-
ions (see Materials and Methods).

We obtained four different products from the LR-
CR experiment, three of which were intrapool prod-
cts, as shown in Fig. 4. Closing these four gaps leaves
ix gaps remaining after the POMP experiments,
hich had to be closed with other methods. Note that

he LR-PCR did not generate products longer than 3
b, although we ran a control and successfully gener-

ted an 18.7-kb test product.
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505OPTIMIZED MULTIPLEX PCR
OPTIMIZING THE NUMBER OF PIPETTINGS

The protocol we used in the lab was based on K 5 12,
rimarily because we were not confident that larger
alues of K would produce clean PCR data. In subse-
uent tests of multiplex PCR, we have found that we
an adjust the conditions to obtain good reactions with
s many as 30 primers in a single reaction tube (see
ig. 5), and there are indications that this value can be
ven greater.
Assuming no restriction on the value of K, the POMP

rotocol chooses K based on N, the number of primers.
Note that N is always twice the number of gaps. Al-
ernatively, N is twice the number of contigs remaining
o be joined, since one primer must be synthesized from
oth ends of each contig.) To optimize pipetting, choose

K 5 2 3 ÎN

and make pools of size K/2. For simplicity, assume N is
a perfect square, so that =N 5 =N. Then the num-
ber of reactions required using POMP will be

R 5 SÎN
2 D 5

N 2 ÎN
2 ,

nd the number of pipettings will be

FIG. 4. PCR gel results using 24 primers in a long-range PCR
xperiment. Five pools were created, with only 4 primers in the last
ool. Pools P1, P3, and P4 each had an intrapool product. P4 and P5

generated an interpool product.
2R 1 N 5 2N 2 ÎN.
Succinctly stated, the number of reactions used for N
primers (N/2 gaps) is less than N/2, and the number of
pipettings is less than 2N. Note that for R reactions, at
east 2R pipettings are required simply to load the
ubes, and obviously at least N pipettings are required
o test any set of N primers. A proof that POMP is
ptimal remains an open problem; clearly the number
f pipettings is within a factor of 2 of the minimum
equired. Note that this minimal value refers to the
umber of pipettings required for the initial round of
CR experiments; we have not included the steps for

nterpreting POMP results in our calculations.
One nice feature of this strategy is that, because the

umber of reaction tubes is slightly less than N/2, the
xpected number of products per tube is approximately
. This correlates well with our experimental evidence.
ubes with one product, as explained above, are the
implest to interpret. The most common result, in 31 of
he 49 PCRs, was a single product.

To obtain a more accurate picture of how many PCR
roducts we could expect in a POMP experiment, we
reated a simulation to compute the expected number
f reactions in each tube. Figure 6 shows results from
his simulation using three different sets of values for

and K: 48 primers with 12 primers per reaction, 400
rimers with 40 per reaction, and 4356 with 132 per
eaction (see Future Perspectives for a discussion of
he latter two choices). As Fig. 6 shows, with 48 prim-
rs and 12 primers per tube, the most likely result is
xactly one PCR product. With the larger values of N
nd K, the probabilities of one product and two prod-
cts are approximately the same. In all cases the ma-

ority of reactions will contain either one or two PCR
roducts, with only 10–15% of reactions generating no
roduct. Thus the reactions are used quite efficiently in

FIG. 5. PCR gel results using a 30-primer mixture, with two

pools of 15 primers that have 5 interpool mates. The largest PCR
product, about 2 kb in length, is faint but still visible.
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hat few are wasted. Also note that this simulation
ssumes that all primer mates will yield a product,
hich is quite unlikely in reality. For example, some
aps may be too large to PCR across (but might be
esolved using LR-PCR). Therefore the distributions of
ctual results in a POMP experiment will probably be
hifted to the left of those in the figure, with slightly
ewer products per reaction on average.

Using the formulas described above, we see that we
ould have reduced the number of pipettings in our
xperiments with S. pneumoniae. Instead of pools of
ize 6, we would choose K 5 2 3 =48 5 14, with a
ool size of 7. This would then result in (2

7) 5 21 reac-
ions, and only 48 1 2 3 21 5 90 pipettings rather than
he 104 required for pools of size 6. At the time of the
xperiments, we had not yet developed a protocol that
llowed more than 12 primers per reaction, hence our
hoice of pool size.

OPTIMIZING THE NUMBER OF REACTIONS

A more complicated strategy can test all primer pairs
sing fewer reactions than POMP. This ROMP strat-
gy might be preferred when the pipetting is performed
obotically and is therefore less likely to introduce ex-
erimental errors or when the reaction cost is very
igh due to the large number of gaps. The advantages
o using POMP are several: (1) it is simple, (2) it uses
ewer pipetting reactions, and (3) the pooling approach
llows the experimenter to start running reactions as
rimers are synthesized. In the ROMP protocol de-
cribed below, more of the primers need to be available
efore the experiments begin. The strategy described
elow uses an optimal number of reactions, but the
mount of pipetting required is greater. The solution
e have designed draws upon a well-studied mathe-
atical method known as the affine planes technique

Hall, 1996), which has not previously been applied to

FIG. 6. Simulation results for 48 primers with 12 primers per
eaction, 400 primers with 40 per reaction, and 4356 primers with
32 per reaction. The vertical axis shows the percentage of reactions
n which a given number of PCR products occur. Results shown are
veraged over 1000 simulations.
roblems in genome sequencing. n
Note that the ROMP method is not completely gen-
ral in the sense that it needs to be customized for each
alue of N and K (see Materials and Methods). It is not
lear that any completely general method will generate
ptimal solutions for all combinations of N and K,
lthough we have had no trouble generating optimal
trategies for all values that we have considered.
The optimal number of reactions for N 5 48 and K 5

2 is 20, not the 28 used by POMP. This can be proven
s follows. To make sure all primer pairs are tested,
ach primer must be paired with all 47 other primers.
ince a reaction tube can only pair a primer with 11
thers, that means each primer will have to be placed
nto at least 47/11 5 5 tubes. Clearly the best we can
o is to place all 48 primers into 5 tubes each with no
edundancy (no two primers go into the same tube
ore than once). Thus 48 3 5 5 240 “virtual tubes” are

equired, and with 12 primers per tube, the optimal
umber of tubes is 48 3 5/12 5 20 tubes.
The ROMP procedure relies on a sophisticated frame-
ork in combinatorial optimization referred to as block
esign. In particular, we utilize an algebraic technique
nown as the affine planes technique (Hall, 1996) to
llocate the primers to reaction tubes. Similar pooling
trategies using related mathematical methods have
een used previously to develop library screening tech-
iques (Barillot et al., 1991; Bruno et al., 1995; Knill et al.,
996). These strategies had to account for much higher
alse-positive and false-negative rates than the procedure
ere, but the overall strategic approach is similar.
We first group the 48 primers into 16 pools, numbered

–15, each containing 3 primers. This reduces our prob-
em to matching the 16 pools with one another using
ubes containing 4 pools each. The allocation of pools to
ubes is as follows (note that tubes are numbered in base
, as explained under Materials and Methods):

(00) 5 0,4,8,12 T(13) 5 3,4,9,14 T(32) 5 2,5,8,15
(01) 5 1,5,9,13 T(20) 5 0,6,8,14 T(33) 5 3,6,9,12
(02) 5 2,6,10,14 T(21) 5 1,7,9,15 T(1) 5 0,1,2,3
(03) 5 3,7,11,15 T(22) 5 2,4,10,12 T(2) 5 4,5,6,7
(10) 5 0,5,10,15 T(23) 5 3,5,11,13 T(3) 5 8,9,10,11
(11) 5 1,6,11,12 T(30) 5 0,7,10,13 T(4) 5 12,13,14,15
(12) 5 2,7,8,13 T(31) 5 1,4,11,14

ach pool in this design appears in a tube with each of
he 15 other pools. Consequently, each primer will appear
t least once in a tube with each of the other 47 primers.
Clearly, this design uses the optimal number of re-

ctions (20). However, the number of pipetting opera-
ions is greater than with the larger pools that we
ctually used. Forty-eight pipettings are required to
reate the 16 pools, and four pipettings are required for
ach of the 20 tubes. This gives 48 1 (4 3 20) 5 128
otal pipettings, versus 104 for the other method.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The POMP method can be extended to larger ge-

omes or to earlier stages in a sequencing project when
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he number of gaps is larger than the 76/2 5 38 that
ere present in this study. A typical bacterial genome

n a whole-genome shotgun sequencing project will
ave approximately 50–100 physical gaps at the end of
he random sequencing phase, after careful editing and
eassembly, and assuming that the genome does not
ave an inordinate number of repeat sequences. For
xample, the Haemophilus influenzae (Fleischmann et
l., 1995) and Borrelia burgdorferi (Fraser et al., 1997)
rojects had 42 and 85 physical gaps, respectively, at
he end of the random sequencing phase. Both larger
enome size and nonrandomness in the clone library
ill result in more physical gaps. The S. pneumoniae

equencing project, whose large insert library suffered
rom nonrandomness, had many more gaps than the 38
escribed here, but the POMP protocol was applied
nly after extensive, time-consuming genomic walking
xperiments were used to close more than 100 gaps.
The current plans for sequencing the human, mouse,

rabidopsis, and rice genomes use a BAC-based ap-
roach. Although our methods are not unnecessary for
losing a single BAC, they could be usefully applied to
lose multiple BACs that were sequenced together, allow-
ng BAC-based sequencing projects to proceed in larger
ncrements than the 100- to 150-kb size of an average BAC.

The following illustrates the POMP protocol for a
roject with 200 physical gaps. First, 400 primers
ould be synthesized, one from each end of every con-

ig. We then choose K 5 2 3 =400 5 40 and create 20
ools of size 20 (note that we have yet to verify that K 5
0 primers per reactions will yield good results; our
xperiments with up to 30 primers were successful, but
e have not attempted to use more). Creating reactions

or all pairs of pools would result in 190 reactions, and
80 pipettings would be required to prepare all the
eactions. If reaction cost is critical, then a ROMP
esign would use only 110 reactions, which is optimal.
he ROMP strategy involves the creation of 100 pools
f size 4, where each tube contains 10 pools, and 1500
ipettings would be needed to create the 110 reactions.
At the high level of coverage currently planned for

he Drosophila melanogaster complete genome shot-
un sequencing project under way at Celera Genomics
nd Berkeley (Pennisi, 1999), the Poisson model of
ander and Waterman (1988) predicts that only 219
aps will remain at the end of the random phase. It is
uite possible that the actual number of gaps will be as
igh as 10 times that amount; for example, the theo-
etical model indicated that the B. burgdorferi genome
equencing project would have just 8 gaps rather than
5 (Fraser and Fleischmann, 1997). If we are able to
ncrease the effectiveness of multiplex PCR to allow as

any as 132 primers in a single tube, then sequencing
rojects as large as the entire Drosophila genome could
e closed using POMP. With 2178 contigs and 4356
rimers, we would create pools of size =4356 5 66 and
et K 5 132. The total number of reactions required to
est all pairs of primers would then be 2145, and the

otal number of pipettings would be 8646. The ROMP
trategy would use only 1122 reactions but would re-
uire 1089 pools and 41,382 pipettings. Improvements
n PCR technology and the use of robotics should make
he use of POMP and ROMP feasible for genome
rojects of this scale.
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